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A real-time deterministic pushdown automaton is said to be stack uniform if for each 
input letter a, every a-tule has the same effect on the length of the pushdown store, i.e., if 
(sl , A) +(I (s2, w) and (s; , A’) -+ (s; , w’) are two a-rules, then the lengths of ev and w’ 
are equal. It is shown that the equivalence problem for stack uniform automata and the 
inclusion problem for stack uniform automata with empty store acceptance are decidable. 
1. INTR~DUCTI~N 
One of the most important open questions in formal language theory is the equivalence 
problem for deterministic pushdown automata (dpda). The decidability of this problem 
for some subclasses of dpda’s is already known (see [4, 9, 11, 12, 131). In [I I] Valiant 
proved the decidability of the equivalence for nonsingular dpda’s using a new effective 
method, the so-called alternate stacking method. Later on this result was generalized by 
Taniguchi and Kasami [lo] to the case where only one of the given dpda’s is nonsingular 
whereas the other is an arbitrary dpda. 
Another important question is the inclusion problem. Friedman [l] has shown that 
even in the class of simple dpda’s (a proper subclass of nonsingular dpda’s) the inclusion 
problem is undecidable. 
In this paper we consider so-called stack uniform dpda’s which form a subclass of 
real-time dpda’s. These machines have the property that for each input letter a, every 
a-rule has the same effect on the length of the pushdown stack, i.e., if (sl , A) -P (s2 , w) 
and (s; , A’) --ta (si , w’) are two u-rules, then the lengths of w and w’ are equal. The 
class of stack uniform dpda’s is denoted by U and U, means the subclass of U where an 
input is accepted if and only if (iff) it empties the stack. 
The family of languages accepted by dpda’s in U,, is properly contained in the family 
of languages accepted by nonsingular dpda’s. On the other hand, it properly contains 
regular languages with endmakers and left Szilard languages (or left derivation languages 
for context-free grammars [7, 81). The families of languages accepted by stack uniform 
dpda’s and nonsingular dpda’s are incomparable. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following two results: 
(1) The inclusion problem for U, is decidable. 
(2) The equivalence problem for U is decidable. 
The proofs are variants of the alternate stacking method. 
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As mentioned before, the inclusion problem is undecidable for simple languages which 
properly contain left Szilard languages and regular languages with endmarkers. By the 
first result we get another counterpart: The inclusion problem is decidable for left 
Szilard languages. We believe that this result is interesting also for another reason. 
Szilard and left Szilard languages are important in context-free parsing and translation. 
In [5] it is shown that the inclusion problem for Szilard languages (the fitting problem) 
is decidable. Moreover, it is also decidable whether a given left Szilard language is in the 
family of Szilard languages (the left fitting problem [6]). Our first result solves the 
fitting problem where in both grammars only leftmost derivations are considered. We 
still mention that the equivalence of left Szilard languages and arbitrary context-free 
languages is also decidable (see [3]). 
2. DEFINITIONS 
For deterministic pushdown automata we use the same notation as [lo] and [Ill. 
Let M = (2, r, Q, F, A, c,) be a deterministic pushdown automaton, where Z, r, 
and Q are finite sets of input symbols, stack symbols, and states, respectively, F C Q x 
({Sz} U F) is the set of accepting modes (here Sz is a special empty stack symbol), d is a 
finite set of transition rules and c, = (s,, , 2,) E Q x I' is the initial configuration. In 
general, a configuration c = (s, w) is an element of Q x ((Q} u r+) and describes the 
state and stack content of the machine at some instant, and the mode of a configuration c 
is an element of Q x ({Q} u F) and d escribes the state and top stack symbol of c. The 
dpda M makes the move (s, WA) +a (s’, ww’), for a E 2 u {h), iff d contains the rule 
(s, A) --+ (s’, w’). A derivation c +” c‘ is a sequence of successive moves, where 01 is the 
concatenation of the input symbols read by these moves. The length of a word w is denoted 
by ! w 1 and the heigkt of a configuration c, i.e., the length of its stack, is denoted by 1 c I. 
The language L(c) accepted from a configuration c is defined by 
L(C) = (a E Z* 1 c -C c’, mode(c’) EF), 
and L(M) = L(c,) is the language accepted by M. If X is a subclass of dpda’s, we will 
abbreviate {L(M) 1 ME a to Z(X). 
An input string 01 E ,Z* is said to be live for a dpda M iff it is a proper prefix of some 
accepted string, and a configuration c is said to be live iff L(c) -# 4. The derivation 
c _tn c’ is written as c t (01)c’ if / c [ < 1 c’ 1 and every intermediate configuration in the 
derivation has height greater than or equal to 1 c 1. 
Let D be the class of dpda’s and D, consist of those dpda’s where F C Q x {Q} and no 
rule is defined for modes in Q x {Q}. By [2] the dpd a’s in D, accept exactly the strict 
(or prefix-free) deterministic context-free languages. 
By N0 we denote the class of nonsingular dpda’s defined in [ll] as follows: A dpda 
ME D, is nonsingular iff there exists an integer m > 0 such that for any s, s’ E Q and 
w, w’ E r*, where / w 1 > m, if L(s, w’w) = L( s’, w’), then it holds that L(s’, w’) == 4. 
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As noted in [lo] and [ll], without changing the corresponding family of languages, 
one may assume that a nonsingular dpda has no X-rules. 
A dpda M E D, is said to be simple (S) iff it has only one state and no X-rules. 
Now we define the class U of stack uniform dpda’s as follows. 
DEFINITION. A dpda M is stack uniform iff 
(i) M has no X-rules, and 
(ii) for any s, , ~~,~;,~~~~,A,A’~r,a~~andw,w’~r*,if(~~,A)-+a(s~,w) 
and (s; , A’) -+ (si , w’) are in d, then it holds that 1 w ) = 1 w’ I. 
Moreover, let U,, denote the subclass of stack uniform dpda’s which are in D, . 
The main property of the stack uniform dpda’s is characterized by the following 
trivial lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let ME U. For any 01 E ,Z* and configurations cl , c2 , c; , cl, if c, -G c2 
andc;+ac;l, then ~c1~--_Ic2~ =Ic;j-/c~/. 
Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a context-free grammar, where N, T, P are the sets of 
nonterminals, terminals, and prodwtions, respectively, and S E N is the start symbol. Let 2,’ 
be a finite set such that the productions can be labeled by defining a bijection f from P 
onto 2. The Sxilard language (or derivation language) Sz(G) and left Szilard language 
(or Zeft derivation Zanguage) Szl,ft(G) associated with G are defined by 
WG) = U(P,) . ..f(~n) I PI >..., P, is a terminating derivation in q, 
Sz&G) = U(P,) . . ..f(~d I P, ,...> P, is a leftmost terminating derivation in G}. 
The corresponding families of languages are denoted by Sz and Szleft, respectively. 
3. INCLUSION RELATIONS 
In this section we consider the inclusion relations between the families of languages 
defined in the preceding section. 
In the following, if 2’ is a family of languages, _sP# means the corresponding family 
with endmarkers. Moreover, denote by 92 the family of regular languages. 
THEOREM 1. (a) 9# is properly contained in -Ep( U,) and 9(S). 
(b) &left is properly contained in 9( CT,) and 9(S). 
(4 =!w4) g =w)* 
(4 y( %) 2 -WU 
(e) p(U) g =W%), y(U)# e z(N,). 
(f) S(S) $2;“( w 
That is, the diagram of Fig. 1 holds. 
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Proof. (a) By [4], 9?# is properly contained in Z(S). It is also straightforward to 
show, by the definition of Us , that for any regular language R, a# E 9( U,,). So (a) holds. 
(b) The families W# and Szrert are incomparable, because Szrert contains non- 
regular languages and, e.g., the language (#, a#} is in 9 but not in Szrert . So, to prove (b) 
is suffices by (a) to show that Szreft C P’( U,) n 2(S). Assume that L = %1&G) for 
some context-free grammar G = (N, T, P, 5’). Define a dpda M = (Z, N, {s}, {(s, 52)}, d, 
(s, S)), where for each production p E P: A -4~‘) a, ol E (N u T)*, rl contains the rule 
0, A) f(v), (s, (hkW9, 
where the homomorphism h ,:NuT-+Nisdefinedby: h,(A)=,4forAeNand 
hN(a) = h for a E T, and (hN(a)) re means the reverse of the word hN(a). Obviously 
L = L(M) and ME: S. Moreover, M satisfies the uniformness condition, since different 
productions have different labels. 
(c) Let n > 2. Consider the language 
L, = {ambkcmdk-le / m 3 1, 1 < k < n}. 
First we shall show that L, E 9( U,). Let M, be a dpda, where Q = {ss ,..., ~,,_i}, r = 
K, , 0, 1, 2, 31, F = {(s,, , Sz)} and the rules are defined as follows: 
(% , -&I> s @II 3 0% 
OrI ,a s (%I > 1% 
hl , 2) JL (% P 3), 
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(% 9 3) L (%+1 , 3) for O<i<n-1, 
(% > 3) -% (% ,A) for O<i<n--1, 
(%,1)&(%,X) for O<i<n--1, 
(% 3 0) % (si-_l p 0) for O<i<n---1, 
(% 9 0) -% (%l ,A). 
Obviously, M, E U,, and L(M,) = L, . Exactly as in [2] it can be shown that every 
ME D, accepting L, has at least n states. So no L, with n 3 2 is simple. 
(d) Let ME U,, . If L(s, w) = L( s’, w’), then Lemma 1 implies that either 1 w 1 = 
1 w’ 1 or L(s’, w’) = f$. 
(e) The first claim is trivial, since Y(N,,) contains only prefix-free languages. The 
language {&P 1 n > 1, m < n}# is in U( U)# but not in g(N,,) as is easily verified. 
So also the second claim holds true. 
(f) We claim that L = (a%” 1 n > l} u {b2} E Y(S) - 9(U). The language L is 
generated by a simple grammar G with productions {S + US’, s’ ---f aS’B, 5” + b, 
B -+ b, S + bb}. Assume now the contrary that L = L(M) for some ME I/. If all b-rules 
are erasing rules, then no word begins with b or the only word beginning with b is just b. 
Thus we may assume that if (s, A) +b (s’, w), then 1 w I > 1. Consider the word &VP, 
where n is the number of states of Q. Then there exist n’ and n”, 0 < n’ < n” < n, such 
that c, 7 (a%n’)c’ 7 (ZJ~“-~‘)C” t (Pen”) c, where mode(c) E F and mode(c’) = mode(c”). 
Then also u%*+la”-n’ EL(M) which is a contradiction. 
Finally we note that the families Sz and Szr,rt are incomparable. As it is well known 
(see [7, 81) Sz is not included in context-free languages and Szierr. Conversely, the 
language L = {a%@ I n > l} is in Szlert - Sz. Obviously L = Szl,ft(G), where 
G = ({S, A}, 2, P = {S % SA, A % h, S 4 X}, S). 
On the other hand, L cannot be in Sz, because by [B] each infinite Szilard language 
contains an infinite regular language. 
4. THE INCLUSION PROBLEM 
In this section we show that the inclusion problem for 9( U,,) is decidable. 
For a dpda ME U, let dM be the cardinality of the set Q x r and 
A,,., = max{l w 1 1 M has a rule (s, A) ~((~‘,w)forsomes,s’~Q,A~randa~Z}- 1. 
DEFINITION. A derivation of the form 
Cl 
a1 
- c2 (1) 
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is of type 1 iff there exist integers i and j, 1 < i < j < n, such that cd t (ai ... aj_,)cj , 
j Ci 1 = 1 cj j, and mode(c,) = mode(cj). 
A derivation of the form (1) is of type 2 iff there exist integers i, j, h, k, 1 < i < j < 
h < k < n, such that 
ci t (ai .a. Uj_r) Cj T (aj “’ Uh_1) Ch 3 Ch 1 
iCiI=IClcI<jCjI=/Ch/,Cit(ai.‘.U,-,)C,, mode(cJ = mode(cj), and mode(c,) = 
mode(c,). 
First we prove the following intuitively obvious lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let D be a derivation of the form (1) and ml , m2 nonnegative integers such 
that 1 c, / < j cl / + ml and I ci I 3 I cl j - m2 for i = l,..., n. Then there exists (eflec- 
tively) an integer I(m, , m,) such that if D is neither of type 1 nor 2, then it holds that 
n <l(m,,m,). 
Proof. Denote llM = (dM + l)h~dz~ and define Z(m, , m,) = (2m, + m1 + l)Z,. Let 
ch and ck be the unique configurations of D defined as follows: If I ci I >, j cl j for each 
i = l,... n (i.e., we can take m2 = 0), let ch = cR = cr . Otherwise, let ch be the con- 
figuration such that cr t (a, ..* uh_r)ch , 1 cl / = 1 ch I, and / ch+l I = / ch I - 1, and clc the 
configuration such that 1 ci I > I ck I for 1 < i < h and / ci 1 > / ck / for K < i :< n. 
Consider first the derivation from c1 to ch . We claim that h < ZiM . 
If for some i, 1 < i < h, / ci / > I cl j + h,d& , then clearly D is of type 2. Thus 
assume that j cc / < I cl / + h,dL for each i, I < i < h. Since D is not of type 1, at 
most dM configurations have height I cl I. Moreover, for each i, 0 < i < hMd& - 1, if 
in the level / cl 1 + i there are d configurations, then in the level 1 cl i + i + 1 there can 
be at most (d + l)d, configurations. So, using the inequality (d + l)d, < d(d,%, f 1) 
for d > dM , we get 
h<d~+d,(d~+l)+...+d~(dn,+l)““d~-l 
= (dM + l)h~‘$ - 1 < &, . 
Consider now the whole derivation from ci to c, . By our assumption, I crc j = / cl I - m 
for some m < m2 . For i = 1, 2 ,..., m, let cji be the unique configuration of height 
j cl 1 - i such that for each Y, 1 < Y < ji , / c, j > I cji /. Note that cj, = ck . Further- 
more, for each p 3 0, let c~~+~+~ be the first configuration after c~,+~ such that l c, / > 
1 %+,+l I for each y, jm+D+l < Y < n. Note that the number of such configurations 
including c, is at most m, + m2 + 1. By the first part of the proof, we have j, < l,, and 
j,+i - ji < Znf for i = 1, 2,... Therefore, n < (2~3 +- m, + l)Z, = Z(m, , mJ. 
In the following four lemmas we assume that M, M E: U,, and that L(M) CL(a). We 
consider live inputs for M and compare the corresponding derivations in M and M. 
It follows, roughly speaking, that if c1 t ( 01 ) ca is a subderivation of an accepting derivation 
in M such that the heights of ci and c2 are equal, then the heights of the corresponding 
configurations in M can differ at most by a certain number. By Lemma 5, the height 
cannot grow and, by Lemma 6, the height cannot decrease very much. Later on these 
results make it possible to use the alternate stacking method. 
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First we show that if a derivation in M is of type 1 (Lemma 3) or type 2 (Lemma 4), 
then the heights of the corresponding configurations in &? are equal. This means that we 
can make two kinds of reductions in derivations without changing the heights of the 
stacks in M and i@. 
In the following min(l(c)) denotes the length of the shortest word in L(c). 
LEMMA 3. For any line oLlolz for M, if cs -+a~ c, t (oI&~ in M, j cl ( = j c2 I, mode(c,) = 
mode(c,), and C, +al ?i ha2 ~a in %!, then 1 zl 1 = 1 C, I. 
Proof. Assume first that / cl 1 > / c2 /. Let / cl / = m. Consider the derivation 
c, ---+I ci 1 (@‘)cs . Then ~r~r+’ . IS live for M but, by Lemma 1, it is not live for ?i$, a 
contradiction. 
Assume now that 1 cl I < ( cz I. Let n be an integer such that n > min(l(c,)). Then 
c, -~a1 ci 1 (as”)cs and cs -jalagn t for some c (if defined) with [ c 1 > n. So L(M) contains 
a word not in L(R) which is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4. For any live C+Y~OI~CY~ for M, if c, -A c1 7 (Q2 t (CY& +Q c, , I cl I = 
I c, 1 -c I c2 I = / c3 I, mode(c,) = mode(c,), mode(c,) = mode(c,), c, t (c+x+x&, , and 
C, +a~ tI --A c2 -A c3 -+~a z4 in Z!, then it holds that 
(i) 1 cz / - j cl / = / t3 / - j c4 1 and 
(ii) IG 3 IGI. 
Proof. (i) Assume the contrary that I c2 [ - [ cl j < / c3 1 - ! E, j and that I c4 1 = m. 
Consider the derivation 
m+* 
for some c;l and cj . Then ~~iar+~g~r+~ is live for M but, by the assumption and Lemma 1, 
it is not live for R, a contradiction. 
If 1 c2 / - j c1 I > j t3 1 - I c4 / and n > min(l(c,)), then c, -+“Pz”~P~~ c, and E, --+“~a’%~ z 
for some E (if defined) with 1 c j > n. Thus the shortest word of L(cJ is not in L(E), a 
contradiction. 
(ii) Assume the contrary that I f2 / < I t?l / = k. Then +x~” is live for M but not 
for m, a contradiction again. 
LEMMA 5. For M, ME U, , assume that L(M) CL(M). Then for any nonnegative 
integers m, , m2 and any live aI% for M, if c, -+I c1 +“z c2 in M, / c2 I < 1 c, I + mi , any 
intermediate configuration of c, +UZ c2 has height greater than OY equal to 1 cl I - m2 and 
F, +=I zI -A E, in M, then it holds that / E, / < j cl 1 + hm . l(m, , m2). 
Proof. If j ct2 / > l(m, , m,), the derivation cr +a2 c2 is of type 1 or 2 by Lemma 2. 
If it is of type 1, it contains a subderivation cs t (fi2)cq such that 01~ = j3&3s , I /12 1 > 1, 
/ c, 1 = 1 cd I, and mode(c,) = mode(c,). So ci +W c2 and this derivation satisfies the 
assumptions of Lemma 5. Consider now the corresponding derivation I --@I us +% - 
?a --& E, in M. Let EL be the configuration such that or -PI us -+4 fi in %E Since 
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j ?a ; = / E_, 1 by Lemma 3, we have 1 CL j = 1 (‘z 1 by Lemma 1. Hence, instead of the word 
N~ we may consider the shorter word flrfla . This is called a reduction of type 1. 
Assume now that cr +N~ ca is of type 2. Then it can be decomposed to 
where a2 = A/92/33/34/35, I c3 I = I c6 I < I c4 I = i cj 1, c3 t 63833384)~~ ) mode(c3) = mod4c4) 
and mode(c,) = mode(c,). So c1 -PP@s c2 and this derivation satisfies the assumptions of 
Lemma 5. Again consider the subderivation C, --tBl c3 --tsz i‘, +& (‘j +fi4 cs +Os rz in %. 
Let E; and ?; be the configurations for which or +ol E, --.t% C; --to5 E; . By Lemmas 4(i) 
and 1, we have 1 C; / = ] E; j. Thus, instead of the word c+ =:= /31/3&J34/3r, we may consider 
the shorter word /31/33& . This is called a reduction of type 2. 
Using reductions of type 1 and 2, if necessary, we may assume that / 01~ ~ < I(m, , m,). 
Since IM is a real-time dpda, it must be I cz / < ~ C, ~ -1. h,&m, , m2). 
LEMMA 6. For M, ME U,, , assume that L(M) CL(M). Then for any nonnegative 
integer m and any live ollaz for M, if c, -+I cl + u~ c2 in M, any confguration in the derivation 
cl +% c2 has height greater than OY equal to ! cl / - m and c,~ +“I cl ---ta2 i;l in -11, then it 
hoEds that / cz I > C, 1 - Z(0, m) - Z(h,d,& - 1, 0). 
Proof. If I c2 1 < i cl 1, we have in M the case of Lemma 5, with mr = 0 and m, -1 m. 
Hence, making all possible reductions of type 1 and 2 we can reduce a2 to ai with 
/ a; I < Z(0, m). Thus I c2 / > I c1 1 - Z(0, m). 
Assume now that / c2 1 > / cl j. Let c3 be the last configuration of cr ----tX2 c2 with height 
less than or equal to j cl I and let 01~ = %a4 , where ci +o13 c3 t (o14)cz . By the first part 
we may assume that / 01~ j < Z(0, m). Consider the derivation c3 t (01q)ca . 
Suppose first that I c2 1 < / c3 1 + h,d& . If 1 a4 ~ > l(h,d: - 1, 0), then, by Lemma 2, 
the derivation c3 r (a4)c2 is of type 1 or 2. By making all possible reductions we can 
reduce ti4 to a; with j ai I < Z(hMd& - 1,O). So / Q ~ > cl ; - Z(0, m) - Z(h,dA, - I, 0). 
Assume finally that 1 c2 1 > / c3 ; -+ h,d& . Since oiltiz is live, there exists 01~ E P and 
a configuration c4 such that o~~(Y~o/~ is live, cr +a3 c3 t (OI& -+ c4 , and cQ j -- c4 . Ixt 
a5 be the shortest of such words. Then the derivation cg T (o~~(Y~)c~ can be decomposed as 
where 01~ = flJ?$3 , c+, = yly2’y3 , ; cj j = 1 C; i < j C: i = : C: I I:< 1 c:! 1, C; t (/$P~Y&c~ , 
mode(c6) = mode($), and mode(c;) = mode(ci). Let c; be the configuration of M such 
that ci t (&)ci . Then ck is live and 1 CL j < 1 c2 /. Moreover, let ci , E; and ~j: be the 
configurations of M corresponding to CL , c; , and ci , respectively. By Lemma 4(ii), 
j Z; / > I ~j / and so I E; / > / F; /. Hence, we may reduce the problem to the shorter word 
/3rfi3y1y3 . Therefore, this case reduces to the preceding one, i.e., we may assume that 
! c2 I < j c3 / -C h,,,d; . 
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We need Lemmas 5 and 6 only in the cases, where mi = ma = m = h, - 1. Thus 
we define 
and 
Zi = hal(h, - 1, h, - I), 
I, = 1(0, h, - I) + Z(h,,& - 1,O) 
1 = li + 1, . 
We note that Lemmas 5 and 6 correspond to Lemmas 2 and 1 in [lo], respectively. 
The following construction of a single stack machine M’ is closely related to that in [lo]. 
The machine M’ has the stack alphabet r u f and state set Q x p. A typical con- 
figuration of M’ is described by 
c; = ([Si , s,], W@@W,w, ... W&J, 
where the configurations of M and M at that time are ci = (si , wowI ... w,) and hi = 
($1 , w,w, ... w,), respectively, and wi , tii # h for i = 0, l,..., 1~. The initial configuration 
of M’ is ([s,, , s,,], 2,&J. 
The machine M’ simulates M and M at every step. The simulation of the state transi- 
tions in M and M happens in the obvious way. Moreover, as long as the length of the 
stack in M is not growing the simulation of the stacks of M and M IS straightforward 
(cases (1) and (2)) which means that the rightmost letters of w, and W, are replaced by 
the new stack words defined by the corresponding rules of M and M. The only exception 
occurs when the stack of M is growing and at the same time the length of the top segment 
W, is becoming larger than the constant 1, . In this case the top segment of an of length 1, 
is placed on the top and after it comes the part by which the stack of M is growing 
(case (3b)). 
Formally, let c; be as above and w, = [A, A E r, W, = f& AE r. If for some 
a E & (si , A) +a (G , rl) and (% ,A) --P (s, , ;T) are rules of M and a, respectively, then 
the next configuration of M’ is defined as follows: 
(1) The case / 77 1 = 1, i.e., 7 = B for some B E r. Then W,C& is replaced by &$ij. 
(2) The case 7 = X. 
(a) If j 6 / 3 1, then W,W, is replaced by &j. 
(b) If E = X, then ti+i~,@~ is replaced by ~+,&j. 
(3) The case j 77 1 > 1, i.e., 7 = BT’ for some B E r and 7’ E rf. 
(a) If 1 f+j 1 < Z2 , then w,@~ is replaced by &&j. 
(b) If / &j 1 > I, , i.e., 5 = [,fa with 1 z2 I = Z2 , then W,W, is replaced by 
U@,rl’& . 
By the following lemma the simulating machine M’ can easily be converted into a 
pushdown automaton. 
LEMMA 7. Assume that L(M) CL(M). For each live a for M, if c: --+‘I c’ = ([s, s], 
_ 
wow0 . ..w.%QinM’,thenl <la,,\ <Z. 
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Proof. First we show that j tin j > 1. Assume the contrary that for some live 01 for M 
there is a derivation c: -P ci , where 
c; = ([sz ) s,], woq) *** w,iQ, 
_ 
%I = /\ and w, # A. Since L(M) is prefix-free and 01 is a proper prefix of some word 
accepted by M, we have 01$ L(m) and so W,W, ... a+, # X. In particular, this means 
that w,_, # A. Let cy be the shortest of such words, and let c2 and ~2 be the corresponding 
configurations of M and M, respectively. Let c; be the intermediate configuration of 
ci -+a ci at the moment when ~,_i actually appeared. So c; has the form 
where 1 < / wi / < h, and 1 ;Lii:, / = 1, (transition (3b)). Let ci and pi be the corresponding 
configurations of M and M, respectively. Then 
1 cz ( = / Cl / - j iiT; 1 = I E, / - I,. (2) 
Let j3 be the suffix of 01 such that c; -+o ci . Then every intermediate configuration of 
the derivation ci +s ca has height greater than or equal to / cl I - (h, - 1) (note that 
1 < / w; I < AM). By Lemma 6 this implies that / c2 / > 1 cl / - I,, a contradiction 
with (2). 
Next we prove that ) W, 1 < 1. Let a! be live for M and ci +oi ci , where ci = ([sz , s,], 
“$5~ ... w,~,). Let c2 and E, be the corresponding configurations of M and M, respec- 
tively. If ti = /3a for a E z and the u-rules of M are growing, then by the transitions (3a) 
and (3b), 1 W, / < I, < 1. 
Suppose that the u-rules of M are not growing. Let ci be the first intermediate con- 
figuration of c, +a c$ such that / c2 / - h, < ( cl I < j cp I and every intermediate 
configuration after ci has height greater than I c2 / - h, . Let c; and c1 be the corre- 
sponding configurations of M’ and M, respectively. By Lemma 5 we get 
I cz I < I Cl I + ~J$(h4 - 1, 4bf - 1). (3) 
Assume first that I cl I < h, . Then 
/ c2 / < 2(h, - 1) = i c,~ i f 2h, - 3. 
Consider the derivations c, --G c2 and E, +o: E, . By Lemma 5 and (4), we have 
I f.2 I e 1 5, I + 4v . Z(2h, - 3,O) < z 
and so also 1 W, j < 1. 
(4) 
Suppose now that 1 cl I > h, . By the choice of ci , the last rule applied in the derivation 
from c,~ to ci in M must have been growing. So if 
(5) 
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By the choice of c, , the segment corresponding to wk never gets empty during the 
derivation from c; to c;l . Thus, by (3) and (5), we have 
THEOREM 2. The inclusion problem for the family _!Z( U,) is decidable. 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of [l 1, Theorem 3.3; 10, Theorem 21 
except that now we need no partial decision procedure as in the case of nonsingular 
dpda’s, where the nonsingular constant is not known. 
We construct a nondetermmistic pda 111” with the property that L(M”) = 4 iff L(M) C 
L(M). The M” simulates the machine M’ by encoding the top segment W, in its finite 
state control. As long as %% never gets A or larger than 1 M” simulates M and m, and M” 
accepts the input iff M accepts but m does not. In the case where a transition is defined 
for M but not for B, M” continues the simulation of M and accepts if it does. When the 
length of ?i& is 0 or exceeds the bound 1, M” continues the simulation of M and accepts 
if it does. 
Clearly, L(M”) = $ iff L(M) CL(m). 
By Theorem l(b) we get 
COROLLARY. The inclusion problem for left Szilard languages is decidable. 
5. THE EQUIVALENCE PROBLEM 
In this section we show that the equivalence problem for stack uniform automata is 
decidable. 
Let Z(m, , ma) be the constant defined for M as in the proof of Lemma 2 and let l(ml , m,) 
be the corresponding constant for x. Define 
and 
Za = l(h,d& + d, - 1, 0), 
Za = l(hRd,& + d,+, - 1 , 0), 
I’ = Z31z + max(h, , hm ,2). 
Assume that M, &!! E U and L(M) = L(M). The following two lemmas are analogous 
to Lemmas 3 and 4 in the preceding section. Moreover, they are symmetric with respect 
to Mandm. 
LEMMA 3’. (i) For any Ziwe ala2 , if c, +a1 cl t (01&~ in M, / cl I = I c2 I, mode(q) = 
mode(c,), and cs -A cI --f&z E, in M, then 1 Cl 1 < 1 c2 I. 
(ii) For any word qo~~~ys EL(M), if c, -_-toil c, t (a2)c2 t (CY& in M, Inode = 
mode(c,), and 2, -A ,?I -+% E2 --A Es in a, then j Zl 1 < 1 E2 j. 
Proof. Both claims can be proved as the first part of the proof of Lemma 3. 
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Proof. (i) As the first part of the proof of Lemma 4(i). (ii) As Lemma 4(ii). 
By the following lemma we get a local property for accepting derivations. Namely, 
if the height of the stack in one machine does not decrease, then in the other it can decrease 
at most by a certain number. This result is analogous to that of Lemma 6. 
LEMMA 6’. Assume that L(M) = L(M). For any live 01~01~ , ;f c,? +“I cl 7 (a& in ;z/I 
and F, --jR1 cl ---faz & in. M, then 1 cz / > : cl I - Z3 . 
Pyoof. Suppose first that j c2 1 < 1 cl / + h,d& + dM . If / ct2 / :a lL3 , then, by 
Lemma 2, the derivation c1 r (c& is of type 1 or 2. By making all possible reductions 
of type 1 and 2 we can reduce 01~ to LY;~ with j CX;I j < l3 . Let ck and 2: be the configurations 
such that ci t (c@k in M and I -ai ?i in M. By Lemmas 3’(i) and 4’(i) we have I C2 i 23. 
/ E; I and by the real-time property 1 EL / > j cl 1 - Z3 which proves the lemma in this case 
Assume now that / c2 / > 1 cl / + h,d& + dM . Since (~iol~ is live, there exist 01~ E .Z* 
and a configuration cs such that 01i~cy3 EL(M) and c2 +&a ca . Consider the derivation 
Cl t (%)Cz -=3c3 * By making all possible reductions of type 2 and of the form Lemma 
3’(ii), if necessary, we may reduce (see the proof of Lemma 6) 01~ to o$ such that a,& is 
live and, if ci t (&)ci and c1 -& ri , then / ck I < I cl : -+ h,d,$ 7 db, and Ic,: 2: ‘Q. 
Hence, this case reduces to the preceding one. 
Lemma 5 cannot be modified to the equivalence case Instead of it we show that if the 
height of the stack in one machine grows more than Ial, , then either it also grows in the 
other or otherwise in every accepting derivation, from this configuration on, the stack in 
the first dpda does not decrease below a certain bound. This means that we do not need 
to take into account the stack below this level. This lemma together with the preceding 
one assures that the alternate stacking succeeds. 
LEMMA 8. Assume that L(M) = L(M). For any live ollcx2 , if c,$ +“I cl 7 (01& in ivr, 
! c-2 I -3 ! Cl 1 + ZJ, ) and C, J~I cl -A c2 in M, then either 
(i) / i;z j > I Cl / or 
(ii) for each Zive ti1~2% , z. c2 +aa c3 , then j cl3 1 > I cz j - Z313 . 
Pyoof. Let us assume the contrary that / c2 / > / cl 1 $- Z3i3 , j E, j < 1 cl 1 and that 
there exists a word 05 such that 01~01ao/s is live and ca --+~3 ca , where / cl I < / c3 1 = 
1 c2 / - I&, In th e o f 11 owing we consider the derivations c2 ---Gs es and & --+I us (the 
corresponding derivation in M) We define recursively four sets of configurations 
{ > co cl ,..., cb}, {c(O), c(l) ,..., dz3)), (9, El ,..., A}, {F(O), P, . . . . EW} as follows: 
(1) ,+ = co = c(O) and rz = ~0 = $‘), 
(2) Assume that cj, c(j), ~j and c(j) are defined for 0 < j < i < l3 . Then 
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(4 cifl is the first intermediate configuration of the derivation cur + cs such 
that 1 c(i) 1 - 1 ci+l 1 = Z, . 
(b) ,?+l is the corresponding configuration in M. 
(c) $+I) is the first intermediate configuration of the derivation @) -+ ?+l such 
that 1 Si+l) 1 < 1 P) I. Note that such a configuration does exist by Lemma 6’ and the 
symmetry of M and ti. 
(d) cu+l) corresponds to ~(~+lr. 
We get the following inequalities: 
1 c(i) [ 2 / ci 1 = 1 c(i-l) I - 4 for i = I,..., Z3 , 
and in particular, 
1 c(l3) 1 > I c2 [ - 1,r, > 
Further, 
I Cl I* (6) 
I z, I = 1 c(i) 1 + i for i 
and in particular, 
j zz I 3 1 E(k) I + 1 3’ 
= l,..., 13, 
(7) 
Let /3 be the initial subword of 05 such that cz +s c%). Then 
and 
Cl t (%BP3) (by (6)) (8) 
E1 Q_ 2(z3)) 
(9) 
where, by (7) and the assumption / c2 / < I cl /, I EW j < I ?I I - Z3 . This is a con- 
tradiction with Lemma 6’ by (8) and (9). 
Now we construct a single stack machine M’ simulating the dpda’s M and 8?. The 
set of stack symbols of M’ is I’, = I’ U I” u p u f’, where r’ = {A’ I A E r} and 
P={A]WE~}. Th e initial configuration of M’ is cl = ([so , s,], Z&J. A typical 
configuration of M’ is of the form 
c’ = ([s, $1, w), 
where w E r,+. Define v = w if ( w / < I’ and otherwise v is the suf3ix of w of length I’. 
We have three different types of transition rules. The first is the actual simulation rule. 
(1) The case v = fA@i, where ,$ E rc, A E r, f E (f u P)*, and A E r. Assume 
that (s, A) -Q (sl , Bq) and (s, 2) -+(~r,I%j)(whereB~I’if~#handB~ru(h} 
otherwise and similarly for B). Then for the input a in M’, the segment [AlA will 
change to [B&j and the state from [s, S] to [sr , SJ. 
The case v = eLfA, where 5’ E r?, AE r, 6 E (r u r’)* and A E I’, is handled 
symmetrically. 
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In the following cases (2) and (3) M’ makes a h-transition while the state of M’ remains 
unchanged. 
(2) If V = A,Aa ... A,, ) where Ai E I’ for each i = l,..., l’, then ZJ is replaced by 
&l&4, “. A,, . 
The case v E p* is handled symmetrically. 
(3) If U = A,A, ... Ai,, and for some i, 1 < i < / 2’ / - 2, Ai E r u r’, A,+1 E l”, 
and A, E r for all j = i + 2,..., 1~1 1 ( or s y mmetrically, Ai E FU f”, Ai+I E r’, and 
Aj ~fi for all j = i + 2,..., / v I), then ZJ is replaced by A, ... ;limmIAi,, ... Al,,, , i.e., 
the ith letter of u is removed. 
The machine M’ behaves as follows. Starting from the initial configuration it simulates 
&I and M by rules of form (1) until the top segment of the stack of length I’ contains 
symbols only from I’ (resp. from r). In such a case M’ replaces, by (2), the (I’ - I)st 
symbol from the top by the corresponding symbol from F’ (resp. from r’). In case 
L(M) = L(m) the use of (2) means that in every accepting derivation in M (resp. in M), 
from this configuration on, the stack never goes below the marked level. This follows 
from Lemma 8. 
After an application of a rule of the form (2) M’ erases, by (3) the symbol below the 
marked symbol if it belongs to r u r’ (resp. to p u f’) and continues the erasing until 
the I’th symbol from the top belongs to fi u fi’ (resp. to r u r’). If it belongs to r (resp. 
to ZJ, 113’ again simulates M and M by rules of form (1). 
The following lemma shows that in every accepting derivation after a finite number of 
applications of (3) transition (1) becomes applicable if L(M) = L(M). 
LEMMA 9. Assume thatL(M) = L(R). Then for any 01 E Z*, ifci -G c; = ([s3, s,], w) 
in M’, where w is of the form w = w,A'w, , w1 E Q, iz E r and w2 E (f u p)* (or sym- 
metrical[v, w = w,A-‘w, , w1 E rf, A E p and wz E (r u r’)*), it follows that (Y is not live. 
Proof. Assume that c6 +I c; = ([ss , a], w), where w = w,A’w, , w1 E rc, A E I’, 
and wp E (r u p’)*. Since only transitions of form (2) produce on the stack letters from 
r’, the configuration of M’ before introducing the letter A’ on the stack must have been 
of the form ci = ([sa , s,], w;v), where v E P’. Let 01~ be the word such that 
c; -=5 c; = ([sa , sg], wiz:) (10) 
and c2 , cz the configurations of M and M corresponding to CL . 
Let c be the configuration of M at the moment when the bottom symbol of the segment 
z* was actually placed and let cr be the first intermediate configuration of the derivation 
from c to c2 with minimum height. Note that 1 c2 1 - 1’ -+ 1 < / cl 1 -<, 1 c2 / - I’ + h, . 
Let E, be the corresponding configuration of M and al the suffix of (~a such that cr ~“1 c, 
in &I and ?r +a~ Ed in icIi. By the choice of c1 and cyr , all the configurations in the (or- 
derivation in M have height greater than or equal to / cl 1, i.e., 
Moreover, 
Cl T (4cz * (11) 
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By the alternate stacking (transition I)), all configurations in the q-derivation in &r have 
height greater than or equal to / c2 I. So 
lczl G IGI. (13) 
Let 05 be the suffix of 01 such that 01 = cr,al, . Then 
c; --% c; = ([Sa , s3], 2+4’WJ, (14) 
where wa E (f u p)*. Let ca be the configuration of M corresponding to ci . By (14) and 
(10) we have 
I c3 I = I 62 I - (E’ - 2) < I c3 I - 1313 * 
This together with (1 I), (12), (13), and Lemma 8 implies that LY is not live. 
For a given dpda M one can test for each s, s’ EQ and A E r whether or not the 
languages L((s, A)) and L = {a E Z* / (s, A) --+” (s’, h)) are empty. Using this fact one 
can construct, for a given stack uniform dpda M, a stack uniform dpda Ml which simulates 
M and during each derivation associates to every stack letter subsets of states as follows. 
If (~i,A,A, .*. A,) is a configuration derivable from the initial configuration of M, then 
the corresponding configuration in Ml is of the form (s, , (A1Q1)(A2 , Q2 , Q1) ..- 
(A,, Qn , Q&), where for each i, 1 < i < rz, Q3 = {s E Q 1 L(s, A,A, ... AJ # $}. 
From now on we assume that M and icli already are in this form, i.e., the state and topmost 
stack letter indicate whether or not a configuration is live. 
THEOREM 3. 117he quivalence problem for stack uniform dpda’s is decidable. 
Proof. Assume that stack uniform dpda’s M and m with the property explained 
above are given. Construct a nondeterministic pda M” such that L(M”) = 4 iff L(M) = 
L(a). M” simulates the machine M’ by encoding the top segment of length I’ in its finite 
state control. As long as the situation of Lemma 9 does not occur M” simulates M and m, 
and M” accepts the input iff exactly one of M and %r accepts. In the case where a transition 
is defined for one of M and &?, but no transition is defined for the other, M” accepts if 
the first dpda is in a live configuration. If the situation of Lemma 9 occurs, M” accepts 
iff M or ?i? is in a live configuration. It is easy to verify that L(M”) = 4 iff L(M) = L(m). 
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